We explored the conformational landscape of the proteinogenic amino acid serine [CH2OHOCH(NH2)OCOOH] in the gas phase. Solid serine was vaporized by laser ablation, expanded in a supersonic jet, and characterized by Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy. In the isolation conditions of the jet there have been discovered up to seven different neutral (non-zwitterionic) structures of serine, which are conclusively identified by the comparison between the experimental values of the rotational and quadrupole coupling constants with those predicted by ab initio calculations. These seven forms can serve as a basis to represent the shape of serine in the gas phase. From the postexpansion abundances we derived the conformational stability trend, which is controlled by the subtle network of intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed between the polar groups in the amino acid backbone and the hydroxy side chain. It is proposed that conformational cooling perturbs the equilibrium conformational distribution; thus, some of the lower-energy forms are ''missing'' in the supersonic expansion.
A mino acids are distinguished by an outstanding conformational flexibility originating from multiple torsional degrees of freedom, which makes folding and functionality of proteins possible (1) . Whereas covalent forces determine the molecular skeleton, conformational isomerism is controlled by weaker nonbonded interactions within the molecule, especially hydrogen bonding. Amino acids are also very sensitive to the chemical medium chosen for their study. In traditional studies in the condensed phase, the extensive intermolecular hydrogen bond interactions fix amino acids as doubly charged zwitterions (2, 3), wiping out the conformational variety of these molecules. The intrinsic structural preferences of amino acids can be revealed only when they are studied as free species in the gas phase, where neutral forms (present in polypeptide chains) are the most stable in detriment of ionic or zwitterionic forms. Levy and coworkers (4) were the first to measure highly resolved electronic spectra of amino acids in the gas phase by seeding tryptophan in a supersonic expansion. Since then, different experimental methods have been used to investigate the electronic spectrum of amino acids and a variety of biological molecules in the gas phase (5) (6) (7) . The electronic spectrum is interpreted with the help of theoretical calculations to identify different conformations with a high degree of confidence. However, the use of electronic spectroscopy is limited to favorable cases that present aromatic chromophores. Only three of the 20 natural amino acids have aromatic side chains that meet this criterion: phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan (4, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) .
Microwave spectroscopy, often considered the most definitive gas-phase structural probe, can distinguish unambiguously between different conformational structures and provide accurate structural information directly comparable to the in vacuo theoretical predictions. Without any chromophore restriction, all amino acids are potentially amenable to pure rotational studies. However, despite significant instrumental advances in the microwave region carried out in the last two decades (15) (16) (17) (18) , it is still difficult to extract experimental information on the exact nature of amino acids' conformations and their quantitative distributions. Amino acids are solids with high melting points and low vapor pressures, and consequently they are elusive to gas-phase investigations. Therefore, rotational studies of natural amino acids, started in the late 1970s by on glycine and alanine were restrained for a long time by the difficulties to bring these compounds into gas phase because they quickly decompose under the classical heating methods of vaporization. We have recently revitalized this field with an experiment (see Fig. 1 ) that combines laser ablation with Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy in supersonic jets (LA-MB-FTMW) (26) . Amino acids are vaporized by the green line (532 nm) of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (irradiances ϳ10 8 W⅐cm Ϫ2 ), entrained in neon, and supersonically expanded into a vacuum chamber, where they are probed by Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy. The cooling afforded by the expansion, which greatly simplifies the spectrum, and the extreme specificity to molecular structure inherent to rotational spectroscopy make it possible to characterize the most abundant conformers in the supersonic expansion. Thus, their properties can be independently studied, providing the finest structural information available in the gas phase. In the last few years, this experimental approach has allowed us to explore the structural behavior of the ␣-amino acids alanine (27) , valine (28) , isoleucine (29) , and leucine (30) ; the amino acids proline (31) and 4-hydroxyprolines (R-and S-) (32); the ␤-amino acid ␤-alanine (33); and other related ␣-amino acids (34) (35) (36) . These studies have shown that in the supersonic expansion the simplest ␣-amino acids present two dominant conformers stabilized by either a bifurcated NOH⅐⅐⅐OAC hydrogen bond with a cis-COOH interaction (type I) or a N⅐⅐⅐HOO hydrogen bond (type II). Recently, we have even characterized the glycine⅐⅐⅐H 2 O complex (37) , which constitutes the first step of microsolvation of the simplest amino acid.
The presence of polar functional groups in the side chains of ␣-amino acids is expected to dramatically increase the number of low-energy conformers. This is the case of serine [CH 2 OHOCH(NH 2 )OCOOH], with a -CH 2 OH side chain. The hydroxyl group can establish additional intramolecular hydrogen bonds as a proton donor to the amino group or to the carboxyl group or as a proton acceptor through the nonbonding electron pair at its oxygen atom. These additional interactions, which do not occur in other ␣-amino acids previously studied, may affect the conformational preferences and give rise to a rich conformational space. Indeed, a complete search of serine conformational space, carried out by Gronert et al. (38) by systematic rotations around the five internal rotation axes, produced 51 conformational minima. In this work we have faced the challenge of investigating the multiconformational behavior of the neutral form of the ␣-amino acid serine using our LA-MB-FTMW technique.
Results and Discussion
The procedure used for conformer searching was as follows. Before starting the experimental study, we extended the previous ab initio calculations (38) to predict rotational constants, nuclear quadrupole coupling parameters, and electric dipole moments, relevant for the interpretation of the rotational spectrum. Geometry optimizations were carried out with the Gaussian suite of programs (39) using second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) in the frozen-core approximation and Pople's 6-311ϩϩG(d,p) basis set. The relative conformational energies were calculated on the MP2 optimized structures using fourth-order Møller-Plesset (MP4) corrections and the same basis set. Because the highest-energy conformational minima are not sufficiently populated in the jet conditions, we focused our attention on the 11 predicted lowerenergy conformers (within Ϸ1,000 cm Ϫ1 ) of Fig. 2 . The conformers have been labeled according to their intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Three possible configurations can be considered attending to the hydrogen bonds established between the amino and carboxylic moieties, which we denoted as configuration I (NOH⅐⅐⅐OAC), configuration II (N⅐⅐⅐HOO), and configuration III (NOH⅐⅐⅐OOH), according to the convention used for smaller aliphatic amino acids. The different orientations of the side chain have been indicated by adding suffixes to the skeleton configuration i.e., a (corresponding to an ϩsc configuration for the -OH and -NH 2 groups viewed along the C ␤ -C ␣ bond, according to International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry terminology), b (-sc), and c (ap). Additionally, a prime label indicates a down orientation of the -NH 2 along with a OOH⅐⅐⅐N intramolecular interaction with the side chain. For configuration III additional ␣ or ␤ notation is used to indicate which H atom of the -NH 2 binds to the -OH of the -COOH group (Fig. 2) .
Rotational Spectra. All of the serine structures of Fig. 2 are predicted to be near-prolate asymmetric tops, whose rotational spectra will show the characteristic patterns of the a -type R-branch transitions. Initial scans were directed to search for the most intense rotational transitions of a particular conformer. 14 N nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure helped us to confirm that the observed lines belonged to one of the serine conformers. The presence of a single 14 N nucleus (I ϭ 1) in serine splits each rotational transition into several close hyperfine components by the interaction of the 14 N nuclear electric quadrupole moment with the molecular electric field gradient at the nitrogen position (40) . A process of successive predictions and experimental measurements discarded or confirmed the initial assignment until a final set of consistent rotational transitions was collected for each conformer. By using this procedure, the detection of the most abundant conformers of serine could be readily accomplished. However, as the experimental work proceeded to the observation of the least abundant species, very careful scans with coherent averaging of thousands of experimental cycles per frequency step were required to observe the rotational transitions. The thorough analysis of the rotational spectra finally led to the assignment of the seven different conformations of serine encircled in Fig ] (41) in the asymmetric (A) reduction supplemented with a nuclear quadrupole coupling term (H Q ) (40), H ϭ H R (A) ϩ H Q . The Hamiltonian was constructed in the coupled basis set I ϩ J ϭ F and diagonalized. The associated determinable spectroscopic parameters are the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants and the elements of the nuclear quadrupole coupling tensor ␣␤ (␣, ␤ ϭ a, b, c) given in Tables 1-3  and in SI Table 11 .
Identification of Conformers and Relative Stabilities. The spectroscopic parameters listed in Tables 1-3 provide unequivocal evidence of the conformers observed. The experimental values of the rotational constants, which depend critically on the masses and geometry of the molecule, agree with those predicted theoretically for conformers Ia, IIb, IЈb, IIc, III ␤ b, III ␤ c, and IIa, supporting the presence of these conformers in our supersonic expansion. For conformers showing only slight geometry changes, i.e., conformers Ia and IIa with the same amino acid backbone but different intramolecular hydrogen bonds, the rotational constants are very similar and they do not allow discrimination. In these cases, conclusive evidence comes from the values of 14 N quadrupole coupling constants because they are very sensitive to the orientation of the -NH 2 group with respect to the principal inertial axis system and can change dramatically in passing from one conformer to another. The fitted values of the diagonal elements of the 14 N quadrupole coupling tensor aa , bb , cc values in Tables 1-3 of the above considerations gave the conformer assignments shown in Tables 1-3 . The presence of nitrogen in amino acids makes the 14 N quadrupole coupling an exceptional tool for conformer identification. The 14 N nucleus acts effectively as a structural reporter, informing on the structural arrangement of the amino group through the values of the quadrupole coupling constants.
Our experiment can also provide information on the relative stability of the serine conformers from relative intensity measurements of the rotational transitions. The intensities of the lines from conformer i can be considered proportional to i ⅐N i , where i is the corresponding electric dipole moment component and N i is the number density of conformer i in the jet on the assumption that cooling in the supersonic jet brings all of the molecules to the lowest vibrational state of each conformer (42) . From careful intensity measurements of seven selected a -type transitions and using the ab initio a electric dipole moment values, we derived the population ratios (see SI Table 12 ) of the conformers, which follow the order Ia Ͼ IIb Ͼ IЈb Ͼ IIc Ͼ III ␤ b Ϸ III ␤ c Ϸ IIa, with conformer Ia as the global minimum. This can be taken as indicative of the conformer stability trend, which, on the other hand, is in good correlation with the ordering of the computed relative energies of the conformers (Fig. 2) . Intramolecular Hydrogen Bonding. Serine's conformational versatility is likely to be influenced by its ability to reorient the flexible -CH 2 OH side chain and amino acid group so that they form different intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Conformer Ia exhibits two types of hydrogen bonds, which contribute to an enhanced stability. The amine group shows an interaction with the carbonyl group (NH⅐⅐⅐OAC, type I) analogue to the most stable conformers of the aliphatic amino acids (19-25, 27-30, 34-36) . Simultaneously, a second hydrogen bond is established between the hydroxy group (proton donor) and the nonbonding electron pair at the nitrogen atom (C ␤ OOOH⅐⅐⅐N). Furthermore, this conformer has the carboxylic group in a cis configuration, which increases its stability (43) .
Conformer Ia is followed in abundance by conformer IIb. All serine conformers labeled II possess a trans-COOH, allowing an intramolecular hydrogen bond to be formed between the hydroxyl group of the carboxylic moiety and the nonbonding electron pair at the nitrogen atom (N⅐⅐⅐HOO). The side chain arrangement in conformer IIb allows two additional hydrogen bonds, where the -OH group acts simultaneously as a proton acceptor (through the interaction of the oxygen atom with the closest amino hydrogen) and proton donor (forming a hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group). The next conformer in abundance, IЈb, shows a NH⅐⅐⅐OAC hydrogen bond, with the -NH 2 rotated Ϸ45°clock-wise with respect to conformer Ia to allow the interaction of the electron lone pair of the N atom and the -OH of the side chain.
Conformer IIc, the fourth in abundance, has, besides the N⅐⅐⅐HOO hydrogen bond, the hydroxyl group of the side chain pointing to the domain of one of the nonbonding electron pairs at the carbonyl group. Conformer IIa also presents the N⅐⅐⅐HOO backbone interaction combined with a hydrogen bond between one of the amino hydrogen atoms and the oxygen atom of the side chain. The two other conformers detected, III ␤ c and III ␤ b (of similar smaller abundances to conformer IIa), show an NOH⅐⅐⅐OOH interaction. In conformer III ␤ b, one of the amino hydrogen atoms acts as donor to the hydroxyl group in the -COOH and the other interacts with the oxygen atom of the side chain. In conformer III ␤ c, the side chain orientation precludes the latter interaction but the terminal hydrogen of the side chain points in the direction of the carbonyl group. It is worth noting that type III conformers are absent from the rotational spectra of the ␣-amino acids with nonpolar side chains (19-25, 27-30, 34-36 ). The observed 14 The stability of some serine conformers can be reinforced as a consequence of hydrogen bonding cooperativity. -Bond cooperativity occurs for continuous chains or cycles of hydrogen bonds linking functional groups possessing both donor and acceptor properties (44) . For example, in conformer Ia, the three hydrogen bonds adopt a cooperative cyclic arrangement which might contribute to the stability of this form.
Conformational Cooling. As occurred in other experiments conducted in supersonic expansions, the number of observed conformers does not comprise all thermically accessible forms corresponding to the equilibrium distribution predicted by ab initio calculations. It has been proposed (45) that this is a consequence of collisional relaxation at the onset of the supersonic expansion, which causes higher-energy forms to collapse to the preferred lower-energy ones due to collisions with the carrier gas. The extent of conformational relaxation depends on several factors, most significantly barrier heights between conformers (46-48) and the carrier gas (49) (50) (51) (52) . Type III conformers are ''missing'' in the supersonic expansion for all ␣-amino acids with nonpolar side chains studied up to now (19-25, 27-30, 34-36) . This has been attributed to relaxation to configuration I, which is supported by the relatively small III 3 I interconversion barriers determined for glycine and alanine (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) 27) . Contrary to the previously described experimental behavior, type III conformers have been observed in serine. Of the four lowenergy type III forms, conformers III ␤ b and III ␤ c have been detected. Conformer III ␣ a, with a predicted relative energy lower than those of other detected conformers but higher than that of conformer Ia (see Fig. 2 ), is conspicuously absent from the rotational spectrum. Relative stabilities and conformational relaxation processes can be invoked to explain these observations. Conformers III ␤ b and III ␤ c are predicted to be more stable than the corresponding Ib and Ic forms. One channel interconversion paths along the -COOH coordinate have been calculated theoretically between type I and III conformers. Fig. 3 shows a low barrier of 140 cm Ϫ1 for the interconversion from conformer Ib to conformer III ␤ b. The nondetection of conformer Ib can be attributed to relaxation to the most stable form III ␤ b, which cannot relax to any other conformer; therefore, it is observed in our experiment. A similar energy profile to that of Fig. 3 has been theoretically calculated between conformers Ic and III ␤ c, which explains the observation of conformer III ␤ c. In this context, nondetection of conformer Ic can be due to either low abundance in the supersonic expansion or to a I 3 III relaxation. Conformer Ia is predicted to be more stable than conformer III ␣ a. The nondetection of conformer III ␣ a can be understood in terms of relaxation to conformer Ia. The interconversion barrier of 220 cm Ϫ1 (Fig. 4) is comparable to the III 3 I interconversion barriers calculated for glycine (364 cm Ϫ1 ) (46) and alanine (274 cm Ϫ1 ) (see figure 2 of ref. 27 ). The absence of conformer IIIЈ ␣ b in the rotational spectrum can be explained by its low abundance in the molecular beam, which causes the intensity of its rotational transitions to be below our detection limit. The changes in the postexpansion abundances induced by these relaxation processes are not expected to significantly alter the proposed stability trend.
Conformers belonging to the a family have the -OH and -COOH groups in an antiperiplanar arrangement; thus, the -OH group can only interact with the amino group forming a OH⅐⅐⅐N bond that is present in both the Ia and III ␣ a conformers. Therefore, the difference in stability between these conformers is entirely attributable to the interaction between the amino and carboxylic groups, and the same conformational preference observed for aliphatic ␣-amino acids without polar groups in their side chains remains See the legend of Table 1 for details. (19-25, 27-30, 34-36) . Conformers III ␤ b and III ␤ c present an NH⅐⅐⅐OH hydrogen bond plus an OH⅐⅐⅐OAC interaction between the -OH of the side chain and the -COOH group. In the b and c families, the carboxylic group not only interacts with the amino group but also with the polar side chain, and this reverts the stability order, making type III conformers more stable than type I forms.
Conclusions
The detection of seven conformers of neutral serine provides a global picture of the behavior of an ␣-amino acid with a polar side chain. The hydrogen bonds observed in smaller ␣-amino acids between the amino and carboxylic groups are supplemented in serine with additional side-chain to main-chain interactions forming a hydrogen bond network that increments the conformational possibilities. The presence of a polar side chain in serine also changes its conformational preferences compared with those of ␣-amino acids with nonpolar side chains. Type III conformers have been detected in a supersonic expansion. In these cases, the conformational interconversion III 3 I in ␣-amino acids with nonpolar side chains is reverted to a I 3 III relaxation due to an additional interaction between the polar side chain and the carbonyl part of the -COOH group.
Collisional relaxation enhances the notion that the conformational behavior of serine is, to some extent, dynamic. It should be kept in mind that the need of a supersonic expansion for experimental observations perturbs the equilibrium conformational distribution decreasing the number of observable conformers. Despite this, the seven forms observed here can serve as a basis to represent the structure of neutral serine in the gas phase. The data provided can be of use for investigating the nature of serine aggregates, which are known to preferentially occur as octamers (53) . These aggregates are believed to be composed of dimeric subunits, but their structure and character are still a matter of controversy.
Serine has been detected as a product of UV irradiation of insterstellar ice analogs (54) , which suggests its interstellar origin. Unambiguous identification of serine in space needs precise values of the rotational transitions of its radiofrequency spectrum. The spectroscopic information provided in this work is relevant to check the existence of serine in the interstellar medium, testing the biological theories that propose that life on earth could have an extraterrestrial origin.
The marriage of microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy, pulsed supersonic expansion and laser ablation (LA-MB-FTMW) has been demonstrated to be a valid experimental approach to probe multiple serine conformations in the gas phase. Moving to an environment closer to the biological medium, it remains to be investigated how the observed conformational behavior is altered by docking water molecules to serine; one or several conformers could be selectively stabilized. In the case of glycine⅐⅐⅐water (37) , only conformer I has been observed in the supersonic expansion. Larger amino acids and other solid biomolecules also can be produced in the gas phase by laser ablation and investigated by microwave spectroscopy.
Materials and Methods
The LA-MB-FTMW spectrometer used in this work (26) operates in the frequency range 6 -18 GHz. Briefly, cylindrical rods of serine (99%; Aldrich; melting point, 240°C) were held at the exit of a special pulsed nozzle, where they were vaporized with the 532 nm pulses of a Nd:YAG laser and diluted into the expanding stream of neon at 4 -6 bar. The supersonic jet fills a Fabry-Pé rot microwave resonator where a short fixed-frequency microwave pulse (0.2-0.4 s; Ͻ200 mW) polarizes the species in the jet. The subsequent transient molecular emission (Ϸ400 s in length) is digitized in the time domain. A Fourier transformation yields the frequency-domain spectrum. The line widths (full-width at half-maximum) of the rotational transitions are Ͻ7 kHz. Because the jet expansion is collinear with the resonator axis, all transitions are split into two Doppler components and the rest frequencies are calculated as the arithmetic mean of the frequency doublets. The estimated accuracy of the frequency measurements is better than 3 kHz.
